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The end of March saw the pUblication by each regional Traffic
Commissioner of a list for each county of the services registered
by 28 February, in accordance with schedule 6 of the Transport Act
1985.
These are the routes which operators have declared their
willingness to operate commercially for the first three months of
deregulation. i.e. October 1986 to January 1987.
These services
will
receive no subsidy,
apart from fuel tax rebate
and
concessionary fare payments - the latter very limited in parts of
Lincolnshire.
In addition the transitional rural bus grant.
payable to all services outside areas of over 25.000 population (in
this case almost all services outside Lincoln, Grantham and Boston)
provides £20 million for the country as a whole this year,
equivalent to 6 pence per bus mile.
At the margin, this is a useful addition to operators' income,
and may in the short run have encouraged more services to be
registered commercially than would otherwise have been the case.
However. its phasing-out over the next three years could result in
some services now registered commercially becoming cases for local
authority support through tendering in future.
A full data base of all registered services is being compiled
by TRRL, but it will be some time before this is complete or
generally available.
Lincolnshire is here taken as an example of
an area familiar to the author, for which comparisons with the
existing network can readily be made.
It is not necessarily
typical of the country as a whole, but could indicate the types of
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change to be expected in lower-density areas. where a fairly low
level of service is now provided, and independent operators already
playa substantial role in rural services.
A total of 294 services have been registered by 48 operators including those based outside the country who run into. or through.
it. These are mostly of the 'local bus' variety (i.e. picking up
passengers at intervals of under 15 miles, as a regular scheduled
service). but also include some short-distance excursions, and
sections of much longer routes which have been registered where
such traffic is carried.
A number of school and works special
services have also been registered - although eligibility of the
latter for fuel tax rebate is now questionable - or. in some cases.
what are obviously the return workings of school trips (i.e. a
first journey around 09.00. and the second around 14.45).
An examination of the list reveals a remarkably comprehensive
range of services. both from independents and publicly-owned
operators.
Most daytime services continue, albeit of reduced
frequency in some cases. and most sections of route are still
covered. The familiarity of the list is made stronger by the names
of operators.
Most are very well-established.
in some cases back
to the same family in the 1920s.
No entirely new public bus
service operators appear. although one taxi operator is listed Eddie's Taxis of Mablethorpe (E.C.Hanks), running an evening local
service in the resorts of Mablethorpe and Sutton from May (NBC
services are daytime only). using a 9 to 16 seater.
Strictly
speaking. this service probably did not require to be registered at
this stage. as only routes firmly committed to January 1987 are
required. This operator had already shown interest in running such
a service under previous licensing.
Size of vehicle is specified in the registrations. generally
as 'single deck 36-55', or 'single-deck 56 or more', although some
operators specify 'double deck'. even where their fleets include

no, or few, such vehicles, and routes are traditionally operated by
single deckers:
all NBC and lincoln City services are so defined.
This is probably to give flexibility in future operations.
No
minibus services have been registered. either by public or private
sector operators.
lincolnshire is probably untypical in this
respect,
as elsewhere NBC companies have introduced minibus
services on a large scale, and some independent minibus operations
is also found.
(NBC operations within lincolnshire are generally
run by the lincolnshire Road Car Company. based at lincoln. but
some in the south are run by Cambus.)
One of Nicolas Ridley's hopes - that new businesses would come
into local bus services - has clearly not been fulfilled in this
case.
What of the other: that existing operators would aim to
compete much more strongly with each other.
by registering
paralleled services?
Here also, little change is to be seen.
Existing cases of parallel running and competition which have
developed under the 1980 Act: for example. NBC services picking up
within the city of lincoln. and the services operated by the
independent 'Enterprise and Silver Dawn' in the lincoln area are in
the list of registrations.
However, there are no significant new
examples of this. No joint routes appear to have been registered.
Given the generally familiar picture, where are the main gaps.
which the county may seek to fill by tendering?
There are few
routes completely uncovered, but in some cases frequency is
difficult to judge.
length of operating day is stated. but while
some operators give precise timings. or number of journeys during
this period, there are many entries such as "irregular between
06.50 - 22.45" (Great Gonerby - Grantham local service).
This
could create difficulties on less frequent routes for a county in
determining whether needs have been met. and also for enforcement.
If these are the only details the Commissioner has. how are the
public or enforcement agencies to know whether the operator is in
fact running to his registered timetable?
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Evening services are conspicuous by their absence, already the
case with most routes in the area.
No rural or interurban evening
services are operated. except for one NBC all-year route. and
summer coastal services at Skegness. Even the busier lincoln local
routes of NBC are not registered at such times.
However, evening
services have been registered on some of the lincoln City Transport
routes and an independent's town routes in Grantham.
Likewise
Sunday operation is virtually non existent. apart from seasonal
operations by lincolnshire Road Car. some lincoln City routes, and
a couple of independent routes.
The list of commercially-registered routes may be compared
with the subsidised services listed in Lincolnshire Country's last
published PTP (1983-1988).
The county has always supported
operators on a route-by-route. rather than network. basis, and
hence its approach is fairly close to that of the 1985 Act in any
case.
At that time, the list included 31 lincolnshire Road Car
services, and many independent operator's routes.
Most of these
have
been commercially registered,
including those with an
operating ratio (in 1983) down to about 50%.
Operators must be
willing to continue services on a very marginal basis. and/or
cross-subsidise within other activities of the same firm.
In the
case of NBC routes. much of the support may have gone to the
evening and Sunday parts of the route, which have not been
commercially
registered.
but the independent services
were
generally weekday, daytime only in any case.
The task for the county would thus appear to be that of
filling in some gaps in the daytime network, but mainly of deciding
what level of evening and Sunday service may be worth retaining
where that is now provided. but not registered. In the longer run.
it may also be the case that some routes now
registered
commercially will not continue in this fashion after January 1987,
and tendering will be needed.
The schedules specified for some
routes also appear to assume that schoolchildren will be carried,

either through continuation of existing contracts, and/or season
tickets for children being issued.
Here also, the county has a
long-run role to play through decisions on school transport.

RECENT MEETINGS

PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN LONDON - THE NEXT TEN YEARS
Roland Niblett. Senior Group Planner. Greater london Council
(london. December 1985)
At the TEG meeting held on 18 December 1985 at the Polytechnic
of Central london. Roland Niblett presented the essentials of his
team's report on Public Transport in london.
Recognising that recent changes in political control would
prevent the formal adoption of the proposals by anyone
authority,
the GlC nevertheless wanted to use the expertise available to it so
as to encourage debate and to point "the way for the many
organisations
with transport responsibilities.
It was also
important to have a record and structure ready for a future londonwide transport authority. be it a County Councilor a body with a
comprehensive
role appropriate to the title london Regional
Transport.
Since the Greater london Transportation Study of 1981, car use
had declined and public transport ridership
increased.
the
Underground sustaining a 45% rise in the past three years.
Experience showed that significant changes in mobility and modal
choice could be achieved and the report identified ways of doing
so.
Much emphasis was placed on maximising use of available
capacity and exploiting apparently fixed resources in innovative
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ways.
Accepting that peak loads determined much of the levels of
resources on British Rail's london network the GlC proposed higher
frequencies at off-peak times and the development of simpler
networks on existing tracks.
On the North Woolwich line. custom had doubled after the
headway
was reduced from 30 minutes to 20 minutes (though
simultaneous
electrification
could
explain
some
of
the
improvement).
High frequency and consistent. well-understood and easilyidentified networks were seen as the strengths of the Underground
with which the BR suburban system compared poorly.
Comparable
levels of service were important. but to integrate both networks
successfully in the traveller's perception called for measures to
make the use of all trains a similar experience.
There was a need
to achieve similar conditions of travel, ticket checking. standards
and layout of signing, destinations. seating, stanchions and
operation of doors.
Improvements to stations benefited trade, and enhanced the
coroporate image to potential customers passing but not using that
particular station.
Improvements to interchanges often benefited
boroughs distant from the location of the facility, for example by
reducing car traffic in inner london. and would thus be unlikely
to be developed without a country-wide authority.
Immediate
benefits to operators would not be sufficient to justify the
improvements. said Roland Niblett.
Interchange stations linking
radial railway lines to the M25 orbital motorway were promising.
These could be located at the same points as existing "gateways"
intended for outbound trains.
Part
of the plan to use existing infrastructure
more
intensively included providing a local service between Willesden
Junction and Clapham Junction (the West london line) which will be
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used by InterCity trains from May 1986. As well as the enhancement
and simplification of the suburban network the plan suggests
extending underground lines over BR tracks to improve links and
spread the interchange load, for example the Victoria line beyond
Brixton
to Croydon (where the GlTS model justifies
£100m
expenditure) and the Bakerloo to Bricklayers Arms and New Cross.
Expansion in Docklands would be encouraged by extension of the
Docklands light Railway to Thamesmead via a tunnel at Woolwich,
which would rejuvenate the latter town in contrast to the "by-pass"
effect of the proposed East london River Crossing.
The Plan advocates the improvement of access for passengers to
buses, and of access by buses to the passengers' objectives.
The
design features developed by Ogle were favoured - giving mobility
to the less agile while speeding boarding times for existing
passengers.
Traffic management, and especially pedestrianisation schemes.
should have proper regard to the equity and economics of diverting
buses from their objectives. which had been the result of many
earlier schemes in suburban centres.
Priority for buses on
congested streets was justified economically, the time savings to
users exceeding disbenefits to car occupants (of whom most would of
course have the opportunity to choose the bus).
Roland Niblett
emphasised that in addition to time and cost savings, the other
crucial benefit of bus priority schemes was ensuring reliability.
His team had found that unreliability was one of the most
significant influences on custom. and this unreliability was
ascribed to traffic congestion.
When reliability could not be
ensured the priority should be to inform the intending passenger.
The conventional 'double-time' perceived by a waiting passenger has
been found to revert to normal time if the true length of wait is
known.
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Roland Niblett reviewed the consequences of fares policies,
noting the benefits to remaining car users of a reduction in
traffic. and the well publicised rise in accidents attributed to
the real fares increases since the law lords' judgement both of
which effects contributed to the benefits across the community
yielded by lower fares.
A return to the real equivalent of the
1981 "Fares Fair" level showed a benefit to the economy as a whole
some one and a half to two times greater than the loss of revenue
to the operator. a remarkable return on investment.
In summary, the report's themes of integration. reliability.
information and fair fares represented a positive outlook for the
economic and social development of the capita which could be
achieved through constructive organisation and a rational political
will.
Questions
There followed a discussion on patterns of car usage triggered
by Mike Challis (lRT) remarking that an increase loss of bus miles
caused by traffic. occurred at the same times as an apparent
decrease in car usage.
Suggested explanations included car
commuters from outside london who would not feature in the "Travel
Diary" panel (monitored by GlC and lRT).
Peter Collins (lRT) said that real fare increases had worsened
the situation. and that it should be recognised that london is
booming despite the popularly perceived state of the economy; in
Inner london population and employment were now rising.
Roland
Niblett confirmed that increasing employment could accompany rising
unemployment as the size and structure of the work force changed.
Mervyn
Jones (Oxford Polytechnic) expected
changes
in
lifestyle and expectations of mobility to lead to more journeys by
all modes, and pointed out that the provision of company cars
distorted rational choices.
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Peter Collins stated that of all cars entering london in the
peaks. 71% are supported in some way by employers, which Roland
Niblett said was also the proportion of cars which remained unused
between the journeys to and from work - thus demonstrating that the
justification for the business use of such cars was often invalid.
Real costs of fuel and parking (often paid by companies) had"
remained stable over fifteen years in contrast to fares, said
Mervyn Jones.
Martin Wooldridge (UCl) related that an experiment had found a
15% variation in journey time for peak hour car travel which
compounded by stop time amounted to at least 20% for a bus's
running time.
Scheduling for the worst likely condiions would be
expensive and the consequent early and late running could further
damage reliability.
Rather than have spare buses standing by to
plug gaps as was done in Paris. Martin Wooldridge favoured
reliability measures, in particular bus lanes over substantial
lengths of route. and also priority at traffic signals which could
be provided without affecting the capacity of junctions.
Roland Niblett said that shorter routes had been considered to
improve reliability. but these were generally inefficient to
schedule and inconvenient for many passengers.
Asked about total
exclusion of cars, he referred to the recent CIlT/TEST study "The
Accessible City", and on road pricing said it was politically
unattractive because it suggested that mobility was dependent on
wealth.
Tim Beyer (london Buses) asked whether promotion of the image
of bus travel and bus users might reduce the "us and them"
mentality of car-oriented decision makers which seemed to constrain
the provision of facilities for buses.
Roland Niblett said that
informative promotion was lacking, but that the limited visible
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infrastructure associated with the bus network limited the
for such promotion within the remit of the report.

scope

Reviewed by Tim Beyer, london Buses limited
The report "Public Transport in london - the next 10 years"
(published by the Greater london Council, September 1985) was
reviewed in the Autumn 1985 edition of the Tranport Economist.

THE VALUE OF TIME FOR INTER-CITY BUSINESS TRAVEL
(leeds. January 1986)
The first Northern area meeting of the Group in the current
session was held at the Institute for Transport Studies, University
of leeds on 29 January 1986. and examined work at the Institute on
the evaluation of business time savings.
This has been linked in
part to the broader study of the value of travel time. undertaken
recently for the Department of Transport by ITS. the
MVA
Consultancy. and the Oxford University Transport Studies Unit. but
has been funded by SERC. and hence is less restricted (as at April
1986) in publication.
However. all results given were very
preliminary.
The presentation was given jointly by Chris Nash, BR lecturer
at leeds, with researchers Phillipa Marks and Tony Fowkes.
They first described the 'traditional approach'.
Business
travel was shown by the former long Distance Travel Survey to
comprise about 12% of all 'long distance' trips (i.e. those over 25
miles). rising to about 25% as a share of all BR InterCity travel.
and about 60% of all domestic air journeys.
Business time savings
have accounted for about 26% of all benefits attributed to trunk
road schemes.
The hourly time value has been taken as the wage

rate (on the basis of marginal productivity theory) plus 36% to
allow for overheads incurred by the employer such as national
insurance. This has implicitly assumed that all time savings could
be converted into output useful to the employer. and ignored
disbenefits to the employees as such.
This raises certain specific problems:(1) What is the marginal product?
(2) Where does the boundary between business and leisure time lie?
(3) How do we evaluate disutility to the employee?
(4)
Is work undertaken while travelling?
(5) Other constraints may also be important, such as company
travel policies - which might. for example. result in pressure
to make use of a company car.
In discussion, it was suggested that growth in large companies
with their own travel units or subsidiary travel agencies could be
particularly important in the last respect.
Previous trade-off estimation of values of time was carried
out around 1970. giving low values (vis-a-vis the wage rate) for
business time.
These. like other values of time used by the DTp
have been adjusted for inflation and real earnings, but not subject
to fundamental reassessment.
Work by David Hensher on Australian air travellers in the mid1970s ('The Value of Business Travel Time', Pergamon Press 1977).
suggested that some business travel was undertaken in leisure time,
and hence a lower value than the wage rate would be appropriate.
This gave about half of 'conventional' values. and a similar
finding came from a pilot study by RTM in 1977.
The ITS team decided to take several parallel approaches
derive anew the business time saving value:-

to
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(1) By direct estimates.
rate plus overheads.

using the 'conventional wisdom' of

wage

(2) To derive the employers' stated preference value. A survey of
311 companies - about half in Greater london and half in the North
East - was carried out in 1984 to determine their travel policies.
They were asked by phone how much they would be prepared to pay for
a one-hour travel saving. with the following results:
(pence per minute)
Average for all modes
By usual mode:
Air
1st class rail
2nd class rail
Car

'Senior staff'

'Other staff'

27

10

33
30
13
18

20
25
10
10

The revealed preference method gave an average value of 16..8
pence per minute.
In the stated preference part. respondents were
given a notional £100 to spend on travel between london and
Newcastle (and a choice of 1st class rail, 2nd class rail. air or
car): they were able to retain any surplus themselves.
This gave
values of 14 to 16 pence per minute. similar to the leisure time
rate from revealed preference.
This very high leisure rate was
partly because of the high incomes of users, and the unsociable
times at which the savings might accrue would also be a factor.
(4) A 'synthetic approach'.
preference (stated preference.
value rates.

These rates are considerably higher than the 'wage rate + 36%'
rule would suggest (only 15p/minute for 'senior staff', for
example).
A 'composite value of time' of 23.3 pence/minute was derived.
Public non-commercial establishments placed a lower value
their employees' time than other organisations.

considered.
Answers were also given to a series of stated
preference questions, and data obtained on income, job description
and work hours (only 45% worked fixed hours).
Only 24% of the
sample faced a meaningful time/cost trade-off, for their reported
journey.

using two methods with stated
and equity values). and DTp time

Chris Nash and his colleagues suggested that
conclusions could be drawn:

the

following

(1) About half of rail and air business travel is in leisure
(and about one third of that by car).

time

on

(3) A revealed preference survey of travellers, based on their own
perception of alternatives.
For this. a second survey was carried
out in 1984. covering 442 employees of organisations contracted as
part of the first survey. and 411 respondents to a BR passengers
survey on the East Coast Main line (travelling 50 miles or more).
who agreed to a further survey.
The same questions were given to
both groups.
They were asked for details of their most recent
business trip, the method of reimbursement. and possible modes

(2) The proportion of time in business travel spent working is
about 20% for air and rail (claims by car travellers to be doing
some work while travelling were treated sceptically).
(3) Both work and leisure time rates derived were much higher than
DTp values. and hence would be higher for all assumed mixes of work
and leisure time in business travel, using present rates.
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The overall averages suggested
(4) Values derived appear robust.
from the employers' survey were 11 to 19 pence per minute.
Alternatively, the 'wage rate plus' formula gave a similar range:
for car users 13.1 pence/minute. rail 12.8 pence/minute and air
17.2 pence/minute.
Discussion
Despite very poor weather, a good audience was attracted,
including BR officers connected with the ECMl survey.
The
proportion of travel time that might be taken up in useful work was
queried. Would the 20% be a constant proportion. or vary with trip
duration (in that a smaller share of time might be devoted to work
on shorter trips)?
If a meal was taken. would this be regarded as
useful work, since it might be a 'business lunch', or time that
would have to be taken out of the day's schedule in any case?
On
some domestic air services a meal was virtually compulsory. and
might take up most of the flight.
Another view was that certain
essential work had to be done at some time. and might be switched
been travel time. or the user's own leisure time, according to
circumstances.
Taking this further, the traveller might sleep on
the train. or read a newspaper - would the 'Financial Times' count
as work, but some other papers not? Clearly, this particular line
of argument could be continued ad infinitum (if not absurdum). but
would not greatly affect the outcome. given the high and robust
values for both work and leisure time.
The effects of taxation were raised.
The self-employed might
perceive their time differently from employees, and treatment of
company car benefits might have perverse effects - for example,
using the car to attain the required mileage to be classified as
business use.
Group size could also be important, affecting perception of
costs. and possibly the extent of 'work' (as a joint activity).
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The speakers indicated that about 70% of the respondents
alone, falling to about 60% in the case of car users.

travelled

The growing interest in stated preference techniques is also
evident in the value of time work being undertaken for the
Department of Transport. notably in work by John Bates which he
described in a seminar at lSE during March.
Working Papers
Further details of the work may be found in several working
papers.
available from the Institute for Transport Studies,
University of leeds. leeds lS2 9JT. WP202 ('Results of a survey of
business travel policies in Greater london and North East England'
by A.S. Fowkes and P.Marks. describes the 1984 survey of employers
in greater detail than above).
WP211 ('long Distance Business
Travel and Mode Choice: the Results of Two Surveys of Business
Travellers' by A.S. Fowkes, I.Johnson and P.Marks, 1985) describes
the 1984 users' surveys. WP214 ('The value of business travel time
savings'. by all three speakers, to be published shortly) describes
the employee revealed and stated preferences, and the overall
findings, as does the forthcoming PTRC paper "Valuing long Distance
Business Travel Time Savings for Evaluation: a Methodological
Review and Application'.
Reviewed by Peter R. White, Senior lecturer in Public Transport
Systems. Polytechnic of Central london
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NFC IN FREIGHT DISTRIBUTION
Mark D. Bedeman. Managing Director, SPD Contract Distribution
(london. February 1986)
The
evolutionary changes that have occurred within the
National Freight Consortium (NFC) since its formation in 1968
have. in the main, followed the demands placed on the transport
industry.
Initially it was nationalised and centralised; British
Road Services as one of the largest constituents, was principally a
road haulage organisation.
About 70% of its revenue was from
primary distribution. or the movement of steel and chemicals in
full loads. carried out mainly by BRS.
Only 30% of the traffic was in the secondary distribution
sector, which has become so important over the last decade.
Mr.
Bedeman in the first part of his talk outlined the changes in
organisation and attitude within NFC to give it a custom service
orientation.
Policy of Decentralisation
Long before the group became the subject of an employee
buyout. decentralisation had been adopted as an important policy in
an attempt to improve profitability.
Under this policy. BRS was
broken up into regional companies. still tending to handle primary
distribution from manufacturers.
However, as the national tariff
charges had been torn up, most traffic was carried under some form
of contractual basis between the customer and the NFC company
concerned.
The added value of offering high quality services, tailored to
a conignor's needs. proved to be more profitable than competing for
full loads against owner drivers.
The policy of decentralisation
has resulted in NFC being formed into a number of
groups
specialising in different areas of the freight market. Within each

group there are a number of companies. and each of these is allowed
to develop a niche within the distribution industry.
Since the takeover of SPD (the Unilever distribution company)
last year. the NFC Distribution Group has become one of the more
important in terms of future developments.
Its role lies in
secondary distribution to customers, notably High Street stores,
with customer service being of prime importance.
Within the Distribution Group there are a number of separate
companies.
The general consolidated High Street deliveries have
now been transfered from BRS to SPD to improve utiliation in what
could have been a duplicated network.
SPD Contract Distribution
offers a dedicated service to its customers, usually including
warehousing and stock control, as well as transport to the
consignee, which may be a supermarket.
Customers contracted to the latter company include many
household names, such as Argyle Stores. Hoover, Kellogg, Marks &
Spencer, Mars, Sainsbury, Tesco, Unilever Export and Whitbread.
Its activities include the delivery of one million Mars bars per
day to the south of England, and from a 250.000 sq.ft. distribution
centre at Yate, supply of 5.500 lines of ambient, chilled and
frozen goods to 70 Sainsburys' stores in the West country.
Other companies within the group have differing specialities.
Carrycare deals with goods which require delicate handling, or are
of high value, its customers including Wedgwood and Black & Decker.
GDS (formerly the own account fleet of the confectionary maker
Bassett)
offers
a consolidation and delivery
service
to
confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents. Other companies offer
other services, from car transport to security.
Since
reversed.

1968 the balance of the type of traffic has been
About 70% of it now consists of secondary distribution.
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only
30%
in the primary
with
decentralisation has allowed managers
they arose.
Even some of the central
into the Consulting Group working both

sector.
The
policy
of
to seize opportunities where
support services are formed
within and outside NFC.

Distribution - A Rapidly Changing Industry
In part. the changes within NFC have been a reaction to
alteration in distribution logistics.
The motorway network
expanded over the last twenty years as follows:Year
1965
1975
1985

the
has

Mileage
355
1225
1940

This allowed great strides to be made in the productivity of
trunk movement by road. The M25 has made feasible the delivery in
Southend within 2 hours. from a depot at Dunstable. while some
deliveries of Mars products from the Heathrow depot to South london
gain a reduction in transport costs.
Many london stores can be
served
from more distant locations where costs are
lower.
especially in terms of the cost of land.
The distribution of goods is also being revolutionised by the
introduction of regional distribution centres (RDCs), or Central
Warehouses, particularly by the multiple store chains.
This
eliminates many small high street deliveries, the loads being
consolidated at the ROC.
In turn the manufacturers of the goods
are having to re-think their distribution policy. tending to
concentrate on a greater proportion of bulk movements direct to
customers' depots.
Distribution as an industry is changing rapidly, as a result
of customer demands and preferences.
The NFC have identified two
areas where expansion is most likely to occur, and have taken steps

to expand the capacity which they have available to serve them.
These are the movement of chilled (as opposed to frozen) goods,
mainly to grocery outlets, and secondly, home delivery of goods
whether they are ordered by means of' the telecommunications
networks, or furnishings and white goods through a shop.
In each
case a high quality consolidation and delivery service is demanded
by the customer.
The Concept of Employee Ownership
At the request of the audience, Mr. Bedeman went on to
describe the equity situation of NFC as an employee-owned company.
The group was bought from the government in 1982 for £53 million,
of which the employees had contributed less than £7 million. Using
mortgates on properties as security, the balance was borrowed from
various financial institutions.
The company has never issued free shares. Thus, there must be
a conscious decision on the part of the employee to purchase them.
About 60% of the employees are now also shareholders, the numbers
increasing over the years as follows:
Year
1982
1983
1984
1985

No. Shareholders
10,300
13.000
13.300
17 ,200

There has been a change in the 'them and us' attitude from
that between management and workers, to one of shareholder and nonshareholder.
Apart from employees, a number of other persons are nllOt'!3d to
hold shares.
These include retired employees, pensioners, and
close relatives of deceased employees. The shares are valued by an
independent valuer four times per annum, when trading of the
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equities takes place. The valuation is based on the performance of
the NFC group, related to the movement of shares on the Stock
Exchange as a whole.
last year £6 million of shares were traded,
the value of a nominal £1 share now being £22.

The development of the Distribution Group from one serving
mainly manufacturing industry in the Midlands and the North, to one
engaged mainly in secondary distribution in the South has been a
profitable one.

It is proposed that the company should prepare to be floated
on the stock exchange. This may dilute some of the feelings shown
by employees who are 'a part' of the company, and may alter the
character of the AGM.
last year it was attended by 2,000 very
knowledgable shareholders; few companies can claim such actively
interested investors.

Reviewed by Geoff. Tweddle, Polytechnic of Central london

Conclusion
The
NFC
had
undergone many changes even before
denationalisation in 1982, which gave an overall contraction in terms
of staff, from 65,000 in 1968 to 25,000 in 1981. The total staff
has remained almost static since then, though there have been
changes within the various sectors of the group, the current
amalgamation of the parcels operations of Roadline and NCl being an
example.
The company have est"imated that its share of the total
distribution market has remained at about 5% of the total since
1968, though it is difficult to define the size of the market. The
requirements of the traffic carried during the period has, however,
been subject to considerable change.

DEREGULATION - AN OPERATOR'S VIEW
James Isaac, Director General,
West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive (WMPTE)
(london, March 1986)
About thirty people came hear Mr. Isaac give a very fully
argued and informative critique of the 1985 Transport
Act.
Nicolas
Ridley has already admitted that he has no evidence to be
able to forecast what effects deregulation will have, but he is
convinced of its correctness.
However it is not going to be
applied to london initially, perhaps because of fears about its
possible effect on london Regional Transport.
The West Midlands
PTE is going to be in a good position to cope with deregulation
since it already has a very low level of general bus subsidy.
Its
annual revenue support budget is made up as follows:£m

Since Sir Peter Thompson handed over a cheque to the Minister
of Transport, to purchase the equity of NFC on beha If of its
employees, the turnover has increased as follows:Year
1982/3
1983/4
1984/5

Turnover (£m)
493.3
562.1
666.9

Profit (£m)
11.2
23.3
35.8

Committed items: Payments to BR (Section 20),
pension contributions, debt charges
Concession fares, children's half fare concession
General bus subsidy
Total turnover

20
31

3.6
54.6
150
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with
While WMPTE is confident of its ability to deal
deregulation, there will undoubtedly be problems as a result of the
combined effects of three separate changes in the legislative
framework:the abolition of the Metropolitan Counties and the replacement
of the County Council Transport Committee by a loose-knit
Joint Board.
the imposition of financial limits on PTE's.
the 1985 Transport Act.
What effect will the Act have on the PTE's activities?
First, it creates a new opportunity to develop its business.
Second. it separates the PTE's planning and co-ordinating function
from its bus operating function, which will be run by a new
company.
This company is not a public limited company, and cannot
borrow money on the open market.
It is wholly controlled by the
PTE.
Registration of bus routes had to be notified by 28 February.
WMPTE has registered about 85% of its scheduled mileage, though
this requires only about 75% of its assets to operate; it is some
of the most 'peaky' routes such as school journeys which have not
been registered.
So far only one new independent operator has
registered a new service. on an hourly frequency.
No doubt other
potential new entrants are waiting to see what happens
before
registering.
,II
II
II:

The PTE's Initial Company is based on the registered routes,
and includes engineering and computing services.
The level of
additional operation which the company may gain from tendering for
routes to be subsidised by the Districts is not, of course, yet
known, but an assessment has had to be made in order to decide on
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the scale or organisation to plan for.
The company will have to
adopt a different attitude from its predecessors: it no longer has
a social duty to run any particular service.
On the contrary. its
function is to make profits, out of which it must replace assets
and build up a reserve. It does not have to declare a dividend.
A scheme of transfer of assets to the new company had to be
prepared by the PTE and sent to the Secretary of State by 31 March
1986.
It was stipulated that in order to be "fair" to potential
competitors, it had to have a debt:equity ratio of 70:30. It will
have to produce a 3-year business plan. which must include
estimates of the activities of competitors. though these can be no
more than guesses at this stage.
However. the 3-year plan is not
binding on the company and is therefore fairly meaningless.
Deregulation proper begins on 26 October 1986. After this
anyone is free to operate new routes without subsidy.
However.
existing operators must not make any changes to their routes before
27 January 1987, so during this period they will have less
flexibility than ever.
This is particularly difficult over the
Christmas and New Year period. when bus operations must be closely
geared to the activities of the major stores, and they will not
notify their intentions until after the stand-still period begins.
The new company's style
The transition from being a public utility to a profit making
company will not be an easy one. The private sector came out of
local public transport some 20 years ago. because its potential for
profit is poor.
Since then the number of pensioners in the
population has increased, together with concessionary fares. so
that they now form a very important part of the public transport
market.
Yet the future of concessionary fares is unclear.
local
authorities may well expect bus operators to continue to provide a
tool for social engineering without payment: for example taking
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people to hospitals and children to schools.
be forced to disappoint.
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and the company will

In order to attract more passengers by more frequent services
without increasing costs. the company may well adopt the NBC's
recent expedient of operating minibus services. with somewhat lower
wages for the crew.
There are bound to be cuts in evening and
Sunday services. unless the local authorities are prepared to
subsidise services at these times. in which case the company could
tender cheaply.
The effects of competition
Mr. Isaac listed four disadvantages and three advantages:(1) loss of investment.
This will not be serious in the short
term, but as the fleet and buildings age it will have serious
effects on maintenance costs.
(2) Staff training. Training is an investment in the longer term.
The company will not be able to afford to train staff for higher
management posts because of the likelihood that they will be
poached by a competitor.
(3) Integrated ticketing.
The present system of travel cards is
likely to be abandoned because otherwise competitors outside this
system could undercut fares on specific routes.
(4) Safety.
At present the bus is the safest form of travel in
terms of accidents per million passenger-kilometres.
This proud
record may not be maintained.
The advantages of competition are:
(1) Simpler objectives.
It helps to motivate the staff if
know what the company is trying to achieve.

they

(2)
Lower costs.
Costs can be reduced significantly if the
operator does not feel obliged to cater for all peak traffic. for
example to and fro sporting and cultural events. or schools. It is
far preferable if he can calculate the true cost of carrying peak
passengers, and charge accordingly.
(3)
The incentive to make profits leads to more
detail and the search for innovation.

attention

to

Conclusions
Deregulation will not necessarily be a bad thing for bus
operators. but it will lead to a fundamental reappraisal of their
role.
They will try and work with the Act and make a success of
it (but not too much of a success or the larger operators may be
broken up into smaller units).
The main problem is to cope with
the pace of change and with several pieces of legislation at once.
The effect on the community will be disadvantageous. There is
a danger of the formation of transport-less ghettos. and it will
certainly become more difficult to travel by bus at minority times
and to non-central places.
Questions
In answer to a question about the future of travelcards. Mr.
that his company may wish to negotiate
with
Isaac
said
(but
not
competitive),
operators
for
the
joint
use
of
complementary
travelcards.
Reviewed by Roland Niblett. london Residuary Body
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ECONOMIC APPRAISAL OF URBAN ROADS
by R. Paling. Halcrow Fox

& Partners

The meeting due to be held on 16 April 1986 was to consider
the report on this topic. However. because of the non-availability
of the report the meeting was cancelled.
The Committee will consider including the topic in next year's
programme.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

ONE PERSON OPERATION OF BUSES IN LONDON PRESENTED BY DR PHIL GOODWIN AT THE JANUARY MEETING IN LONDON
from Peter Collins. Group Planning Manager. london Regional Transport
I should like to comment on Mervyn Jones review of this
presentation (Spring '86 Edition).
Since I was unable to make the
actual meeting I am not sure if I am commenting on Mervyn's
interpretation or Phil's presentation - apologies beforehand if I
misrepresent.
I think it is important to know that the GlC commissioned Phil
Goodwin to review the cost-benefit study that london Transport had
already submitted to the GlC, as well as take evidence and conduct
whatever further analysis he considered appropriate.
The cost
benefit analysis (CBA) supported london Transport's short term
proposals for a move to 65% OPO on transport grounds.
As far as I
am aware Phil Goodwin did not find any significant objections to

this transport sector analysis.
The CBA explicitly did not take
account of any costs resulting from possible higher levels of
unemployment.
This was outside the locus of london Transport
bearing in mind its then statutory duties to provide an economic
and efficient service (remember Bromleyl).
It was of course
correct for Phil to identify this possible effect and report it to
the GlC, in whose locus it may well have been.
Turning to the longer term the conclusion of the IT cost
benefit study was that if marginal passenger boarding speeds could
be reduced to 2 seconds then 100% OPO would be justified on
transport grounds.
This is very different from the statement in
the review that "london Transport •••• were completely in favour of
one hundred per cent OPO".
The current situation is that LRT have not got an overriding
objective of 100% OPO.
We are aiming to reduce bus boarding times
by encouraging pre purchase of tickets, through Passes, Travelcard
and Capitalcard. and by improved ticket issuing and pass validation
equipment.
lRT's policy is to increase OPO only where it is
beneficial after consideration of all the transport effects.

BOOK REVIEWS

CAN RAIL SAVE THE CITY?
Peter Hall and Carmen Hass-Klau; Gower. (£16.50)
Can rail save the city?
The conclusions of the authors is
that it cannot.
The book's full title fs "Can Rail Save the City?
The Impacts of Rail Rapid Transit and Pedestrianisation on British
and German Cities".
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The book looks at the way transport policies in Britain and
West German cities have affected the development and growth of city
centres.
The book clearly illustrates the impacts of rail
development and pedestrianisation
in thirteen cities (six in
Britain. seven in West Germany).
Whilst the cities looked at
provide relevant material to the book's main themes I felt that a
number of key cities were missing. e.g. Birmingham, Frankfurt.
These would have provided interesting case studies.
The authors contrast the lack of investment in British urban
rail systems compared to their West German counterparts; where not
only have suburban rail lines been substantially upgraded but the
installation of tramway and light rapid transit schemes have also
helped improve accessibility to city centres.
All the British towns studied had abandoned their tramway
systems by the early 1960's and many suburban rail lines had
received little or no investment.

begin regeneration. Similarly pedestrianisation will not provide a
solution to city centre problems on its own merits.
If city centres are to be regenerated then a whole range of
transportation and land use planning policies are required.
Not
only a policy for rail investment and pedestrianisation
but
policies in relation to other modes of public transport, parking.
traffic management and traffic restraint.
Although I felt that some of the themes of the book could have
been developed better, the book is nevertheless well written and a
very useful summary and comparison of city centre public transport
planning policies in Britain and West Germany.
Reviewed by Ernest Godward. Head of Market Research.
West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive

Those rail schemes which have been undertaken have tended to
rely on existing infrastructure with little investment in new
alignments and rights of way.
As the book points out there are a
range of possibilities stretching from the development of existing
heavy rail lines through to the development of new light rapid
transit systems.
All of these solutions have been tried in West
Germany (with good but varying levels of success) but few have been
tried in Britain.

The views expressed here are the author's own and not
those of the organisation he represents.

necessarily

The main criticisms that I have of the book are; the lack of
decent statistics to back up some of their arguments.
(Although
one accepts that sometimes these are difficult to obtain.)
The
main argument of the book that rail cannot save the city I find to
be "not proven".
The suggestion is that city centres in decline
will not be saved by rail investment.
From my own personal
involvement in the planning of public transport. investment in rail
on its own will not do this. but it may serve as an impetus to

This book is the product of an [SRC funded project led by the
two authors, and is a part of the Oxford Studies in Transport
series which is currently providing much useful material in the
transport economics field.

DEREGULATION OF EXPRESS COACH SERVICES IN BRITAIN
Russell P. Kllvington and Anthony K. Cross
Gower Publishing, Aldershot. England; 1986 (£17.50)

The book is especially timely given the dependence of the
Government's bus deregulation policy on what the latter interprets
as the effects of the 1980 Transport Act on express coach services.
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The effects of the legislation is considered in terms of its
effects on independent operators. NBC, British Rail, coach users
and rail users and the effects are analysed by serviced sector.
The Department of Transport and in particular Mr. Nicolas
Ridley (now replaced by Mr. John Moore - will he do any better one
wonders?) laid great store on express service deregulation as a
justification for the extension of its policy to stage carriage
services.
The market element in the Government's strategy clearly failed
in long distance routes.
The Act provided a great opportunity for
NBC companies who took up the challenge.
The independent sector
reacted in one of three ways.
The vast majority took no action
because of the high risk or lack of entrepreneurial drive. the
small size of the firm and the dangers in moving into new markets
(see 'The Country Bus' book review in this edition) and a
pessimistic view of a competitive market. They decided to stick to
contract and private hire operations.
A second group introduced services and failed.
Most of their
operations were between london and a home base area.
The reasons
for failure were the competition with a well established larger
company which had a high frequency
service;
inexperienced
marketing and management; inferior terminal points to NBC and the
use of off peak vehicles not necessarily considered as a long term
option.
The third group were those who were successful which
represented only 2% of firms in the East Midlands study area.
Consolidation of services followed the initial entries into
the competitive market as companies realised the limits to growth.
This took the form of joint services and a concentration on
corridors to and from london with very few cross country routes
developing.

The most significant effect of deregulation on
private
operators service development has been commuter coach operation
National Express. the largest inter city coach
into big cities.
operator reacted with lower fares in response to competition from
private operators (which remained even where those operators
withdrew).
The company also concentrated on direct inter city
services and many smaller settlements (e.g. below 100.000) have
suffered
from the withdrawal of services so eroding travel
opportunities.
Cross elasticity was evident on quite a high level between
British Rail and coach operators and BR's response has primarily
been
the
use of price discriminating saver
tickets.
and
improvements in service quality with the redeployment of High Speed
Trains.
But cross price elasticity has resulted in a financial
loss to BR as a result of deregulation.
Consumers have gained in terms of fare levels and increased
frequencies on main routes especially to and from london.
However
Russell Kilvington and Tony Cross conclude that while overall there
is a net benefit. certain travellers have been adversely affected,
such as those on secondary coach routes with reduced frequency or
on a withdrawn service.
Rail users too have benefited through
lower fares.
But such benefits might only be short term and
reductions in train frequencies. service quality and investment in
the railways might be expected.
This book provides an analysis of the effects of deregulation
in one area - the East Midlands of England.
However its findings
apply in most parts of the country.
It provides little comfort
therefore for the Government (let alone the passenger). and
together with the failure of the trial areas such as Hereford to
provide any long term benefit but with many short term and long
term disbenefits indicates clearly the inappropriateness of present
bus deregulation policy.
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The book provides hard evidence to support the conclusions it
draws.
But Mr. James Isaacs in his recent talk to TEG (see under
Recent Meetings - An Operator's View) quoted Mr. Nicolas Ridley as
saying "why do people go on about evidence (of the effects of the
1985 Transport Act) - there is no evidence.
When you're exploring
new territory there is never any evidence.
Don't keep asking for
it. it's not there; it's silly to ask for evidence."
Here is the evidence. It's as good a piece of evidence as one
could hope for to show the concerns about deregulation are quite
justified. Nicolas Ridley was wrong about there being no evidence.
He chose to ignore it. Can we hope that his successor. John Moore.
will take account of it and pursue a policy of increased direct
subsidy through the tendering system, thus alleviating some of the
potential hardship caused by the new policies?
Reviewed by Stuart Cole. Senior lecturer in Transport Economics
& Policy, Polytechnic of North london
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As this is the first attempt to collect a standard set of
information, there will obviously be data-gaps for some cities.
Currently. these gaps are rather large in number which limits the
value of the publication to researchers making inter-operator
comparisons.
However,
the
commendable efforts of UITP in
establishing the computer database will, hopefully. spur operators
to submit fuller entries in future editions.
When this occurs, a
unique and extremely useful source document will be available for
the public transport community.
One minor gripe though. is that the quality of printing from
the computer is not as good as it could be. which rather detracts
from the presentation.
In conclusion. this will prove to be a most
useful data-source, however potential readers are warned that it is
just a data-source and does not contain any descriptive text or
photographs - as in Jane's for example - which would put some "flesh
on the bones".
Therefore,. thi sis one for the reference she 1f
rather than the bedside table.
Reviewed by Ian Savage. Booz Allen

UITP INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL HANDBOOK OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT
5th Edition 1985-86
published by Union Internationale des Transports Publics. Brussels.
Belgium (no price given: 3 volumes)
The UITP. which has just celebrated its centenary, has made a
radical departure in the new edition of its Statistical Handbook. A
computer system has been established to record a standard database
on demographic, organisational. route description, fleet composition
and tariff information for 1,100 towns and cities - from Aachen to
Zwickau (in East Germany) - in all five continents.
The modes
covered are metros. light rapid transit (including those under
construction), bus. tramways and trolleybuses. The towns are listed
alphabetically by type of mode operated.

& Hamilton

URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN FOR ROAD PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Bus & Coach Council, london 1986
The first edition of this book has for the last six years
provided a useful background source for transport economists working
in road passenger transport and transport planning.
The link between these two functions has changed substantially
since the original requirement "to operate an integrated and coordinated network to meet the needs of the area".
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The new Transport Act 1985 has changed the basis upon which bus
services will be operated in the future.
The book therefore needed
updating to reflect that change.
Within the limitations of not
undertaking a complete re-write. the BCC have achieved that with a
list of amendments and for the same reason have not provided a new
introduction to replace Norman Fowler's (or did Nicolas Ridley
object to the word 'Planning'?).
Reviewed by Stuart Cole, Polytechnic of North london

THE COUNTRY BUS
John Hibbs
David & Charles. Newton Abbot. England; 1986 (£8.95)
John Hibbs' consideration of the operation of rural buses does
not immediately appear to be a book suitable for review in this
journal.
It is not, one suspects. an entirely objective analysis
since John's sympathy for the small private operator comes out
clearly.
It is often anecdotal and full of descriptive studies of
particular journeys.
Despite that, it provides a flavour of the type of operation
and management that typified many country bus operations in the
1950s.
He has little to say about Thomas Tilling and British
Electric Traction, however. and dismisses NBC. post 1960 and
innovative services such as post buses in five pages.
The book is
therefore more limited in scope than its title suggests.
The significance of the small bus operator based in the
country village is clearly shown. None more so than in,John Hibbs'
own bus company.
Perhaps one of the main attractions of the book
is to see how Dr. Hibbs ran his bus
company. Corona Coaches
limited, in the 1950's; and the influence it had in making him one
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of the leading supporters of bus deregulation and smaller bus
companies.
The company faced an economic blizzard at a time when
its finances were most vulnerable - I look forward to the full
story of the running of Corona Coaches.
The financial and operational problems of that company provide
an insight into what a new small operator will be up against in
1986. the early development of a company, its expansion into other
routes. its purchase of another company (Rippengale) and the
precariousness of any financial deal for a company with no large
cash reserves are all still current problems.
Corona was a well-organised small company in operational terms
with duty rosters. OPO. timetables and inter hiring of vehicles to
cover the peak operations which differed from one company to
another - a concept now being pursued by European and American
airbuses.
So what at first sight appears to be a book more for
enthusiasts than managers turns out to be a useful insight into the
financial and economic problems of small bus companies - albeit in
an unconventional style of presentation.
Reviewed by Stuart Cole, Polytechnic of North london

HISTORY OF BRITISH BUS SERVICES: SOUTH WALES
David Holding and Tony Moyes
Ian Allen. Shepperton. Surrey. England; 1986
It has not in the past been the policy of this magazine
review books which were not mainly about transport economics.

to
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However, given the wider transport interests of TEG members.
it is reasonable from time to time to look at some of the other
transport publications which have been written by them.
This is one such book.
Now I know I shall be accused of
parochialism in reviewing a book about buses in Wales. It's true I
was very pleased to see a 'cyflwyniad' (preface) written in Welsh
by a director of Brodyr Thomas. llangadog - a local independent
operator.

All in all thls is a good read, part1cularly for someone
interested in the area - the other books in this series no doubt
provide the same combination.
Reviewed by Stuart Cole. Polytechnic of North london

TEG NEWS
But rather like John Hibbs' book there is a case here of
history repeating itself or perhaps reversing itself.
The book is
in many ways a history of the regulation of bus services - 1930 to
1965: "the compani es' good years" is one of the chapters. fo11owed
by "the problem years".
It also gives an insight into the local
authority bus licencing system which existed in Wales before the
1930's.
But it is primarily a transport history and
carefully
chronicles (well illustrated with photographs and timetables) the
development of the operations. ownership and financial situation of
bus operators.
The size of the companies examined varies from
local
country operators to 'The Crosville' and South Wales
Transport.
There is frequent criticism of the large companies
extending their area of operation to places where they could not
possibly make a profit - the legacy of this was the problem of
network subsidy in the 1970's and 1980's - rather than leaving
those operations to the local companies.
I was unable to find any glaring misspellings of Welsh place
names. but there were a couple of minor points which conflicted
with my own research into public transport in llanelli.

Membership News
I am pleased to announce a good crop of new members, largely
due to the efforts of existing members spreading the good word!
We welcome to the Group:
Dr. Qasim Dalvi.
Economic Adviser. Department of Transport
(01-212 5237)

& Coach Council

Rodney Fletcher,

Market Analyst, Bus
(01-831 7546)

Dr. Sion Haworth,

Assistant Transport Planner. london Docklands
Development Corporation (01-515 3000)

Richard Davis,

Transport Consultant, Wootton Jeffreys
Consultants ltd. (01-980 8870)

Peter Goodwin.

Deputy Managing Director, Tranecon Int.
(01-723 3411)

Reginald Fowler.

Post Graduate Student. london College of
Advanced Transport Studies
(01-802 8483)

Don Box. Membership Secretary
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Forthcoming Meetings
Wednesday, 18 June
EFFECTIVE CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN RAILWAYS:
Bill Steinmetz, Booz Allen & Hamilton
17.30 for 18.00. PCl

Programme Organiser
Roland Niblett, london Residuary Body.
A EUROPEAN COMPARISON

"PCl" refers to the Polytechnic of Central london building at 35
Marylebone Road. london NWI. adjacent to Baker Street Underground
Station.
Meetings are generally held on the third floor of the
main block directly fronting Marylebone Road.
The exact room
number is displayed in the reception area.

Committee Members
Ernest Godward. 62 Newbury lane. 01dbury. Warley. BS6 7NR.
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Chris Nash, Institute of Transport Studies. University of leeds.
leeds lS2 9JT.
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Secretary
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